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Interaction and Second Language Acquisition
• Second Language Acquisition (SLA)
• SLA and interaction
• Input, interaction, output (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1983; Swain, 1985; Schmidt, 

1990) 
• Interaction and Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) (Chapelle, 1997)
• Language anxiety (Horowitz, Horowitz, and Cope; 1991)
• CMC environment lowers the affective filter (Beauvois, 1998)
• Text chat and voice chat as tools for CMC (Satar and Ozdener, 2008)
• Interaction through CMC in remote learning



Study
• Investigating the use of CMC tools in several modes (MS Teams text chat, video 

chat, Zoom video chat, e-mail) in remote learning environment

• Research Question 1: How does each mode affect learners’ anxiety?
• Research Question 2: Which CMC mode do learners prefer for speaking 

activities?
• Research Question 3: Which CMC mode do learners prefer for writing activities?
Materials:
• (a) Anxiety Scale (Yashima, et al., 2009)
• (b) CMC Mode Survey (based on Satar and Ozdener, 2008)

Participants: 43 (Total)



Results： （a） Anxiety Scale (Speaking course)
• Pre-session and post session (n=22)

Pre Post

I am worried about the effect of not getting credit for 
this English course. 4.3 4.1

I have confidence to speak in English class.*
4.0 3.8



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Speaking course)

Do you feel that you are communicating well with your teacher? （５＝ Very well）
(n=22)

1 2 3 4
A. Teams text chat (general) 4.03 3.87 4.00 3.86
B. Teams text chat (individual) 3.83 3.75 4.11 3.52
C. Teams video chat 4.17 4.20 4.35 3.95
D. Zoom video chat 4.17 4.23 4.21 3.76
E. E-mail 3.70 3.77 3.82 3.76



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Writing course)

Do you feel that you are communicating well with your teacher? （５＝ Very well）
(n=21)

1
A. Teams text chat (general) 3.14
B. Teams text chat (individual) 2.45
C. Teams video chat 3.23
D. Zoom video chat 2.05
E. E-mail 3.09



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Speaking course)

1 2 3 4

Video chat 2.75 3.80 2.70 3.09

Self-recording (audio) 3.03 3.56 3.10 3.04

Video chat (pair conversation) 3.38 3.80 3.05 2.90

Video chat (3 or more people) 3.48 3.84 2.95 3.00

Speaking / Presentation activities（５＝Very comfortable）：
(n=22)



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Writing course)

1

How comfortable do you feel doing writing activities asynchronously on
your own compared to in-class writing?

2.91

How comfortable is getting feedback about your writing from the teacher
online compared to getting feedback face-to-face?

2.82

How comfortable is getting feedback about your writing from the teacher
asynchronously through written comments compared to getting feedback
face-to-face?

2.72

Writing activities（５＝Very comfortable）：
(n=21)



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Speaking course)
What are the advantages of doing speaking/presentation activities via video chat?（multiple 
answers allowed）(n=22)
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a. No need to get nervous
b. No need to meet face-to-face
c. Able to participate from any location
d. No need to care about what to wear
e. No need to worry about appearance
f.  No need to talk much
g. There are no advantages
h. I have not yet done any speaking/presenting 
activities via video chat this semester



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Writing course)
What are the advantages of doing writing activities online?（multiple answers allowed）
(n=21)
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a. Do not have to worry so much about the time limit
b. Easier to concentrate when alone
c. Can create a comfortable environment for writing
d. Can use translation software
e. Can consult friends about the assignment
f. There are no advantages.
g. Have not done any writing activities yet this semester



Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Speaking course)
What are the disadvantages of doing speaking/presentation activities via video chat?
（multiple answers allowed）

a. Dealing with nervousness
b. Not being able to meet face-to-face
c. Lack of concentration
d. Not being able to talk much
e. Difficult to understand what others said
f. Difficult to make myself understood
g. There are no disadvantages.
h. Have not yet done any speaking/presenting 
activities via video chat this semester
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Results： （ｂ） CMC Mode Survey (Writing course)
What are the disadvantages of doing writing activities online?（multiple answers allowed）
(n=21)

a. Difficult to manage time on one’s own
b. Get distracted easily
c. No sense of pressure to perform well
d. Difficult to have questions about the assignment 
answered
e. Difficult to come up with ideas about the writing 
topic
f. There are no disadvantages
g. Have not yet done any writing activities this 
semester
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Conclusion
Investigated the use of CMC tools in several modes (MS Teams text chat, video 
chat, Zoom video chat, e-mail) in remote learning environment

• Research Question 1: How does each mode affect learners’ anxiety?
- Speaking
- Writing 

• Research Question 2: Which CMC mode do learners prefer for speaking 
activities?

- MS Teams Video chat
- E-mail 

• Research Question 3: Which CMC mode do learners prefer for writing activities?
- MS Teams Video chat
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